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All items, parts, and accessories listed on the website of Koncept Tech Aps, are manufactured by Koncept Tech Aps, or manufactured to Koncept Tech Aps, specifications. The names of the original equipment 
manufacturers referred to on this site, such as but not limited to: CFS®, GEA®, Simo®, Cozzini®, The Middleby Corporation®, Wolfking®, etc., are all registered trademarks of their respective companies. All original  

equipment manufacturer’s names are listed as, CFS® type, Simo® type, Cozzini® type, Wolfking® type to indicate that these items are manufactured by Koncept Tech Aps, and not the original equipment manufacturers.
Unless specifically stated otherwise, Koncept Tech Aps, has no association or affiliation with any entities/ companies listed.

Did you know that Koncept Tech has Global  
Price Warranty - Against documented OEM price?*
Wolfking®   -   CFS®   -   GEA®   -   Krämer & Grebe®   -   Simo®   -   Cozzini®
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N.B. Koncept Tech ApS maintains a global price warranty against documented OEM price (Original Equipment 
Manufacturer). If, for any, reason our customer can document that the OEM price is cheaper than the quoted 
price from Koncept Tech,  Koncept Tech shall match the documented price PLUS deduct further 10% from 
the said part price. All prices are quoted Ex works our factory in Denmark. Koncept Tech ApS may reserve the 
right to sell and deliver 1 (one) part of each part, or set, for parts covered by price warranty per customer. 
This price warranty is valid for ALL parts listed in Koncept Tech High Value Parts catalogue, latest version/ 
edition. Please find Koncept Tech Tech High Value Parts catalogue (Click Here). 
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